From: Mills, Cheryl D <MillsCD@state.gov>
Sent: Sunday, January 24, 2010 8:56 PM
To:
Cc: Doug Band; Justin Cooper
Subject: CONCEPT NOTE - donor coordination

HRC

Attached and below is a concept note for how the donor coordination and leadership for Haiti’s reconstruction could be established, with key being, given Haitian’s critical voice. It is modeled after tsunami entity that was created by GOI.

(Doug/Justin – can you get to WJC this evening?)

The assumptions underpinning this approach are at the bottom of the email.

cdm

From: Jean-Louis Warholz [mailto:
Sent: Sunday, January 24, 2010 7:05 PM
To: Mills, Cheryl D
Subject: RE: Concept note - pls confirm receipt - TRYING TO REACH YOU

Cheryl

Please see draft attached.

Best, JL
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